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What’s Ahead…

• What is AI?

• Challenges and Alternatives to Patenting AI

• Examples of AI Patents

• Who is the Inventor?



Enormous Economic Benefits From AI Are Expected

• Global GDP is expected to grow by $13 trillion to $16 trillion by 2030

• An additional 1.2% annual growth in GDP is expected from AI

• 0.3% annual growth in the 1800s for the steam engine

• 0.4% annual growth in the 1990s for robotics

• 0.6% annual GDP growth in the 2000s for the spread of IT

Sources: © PricewaterhouseCoopers PwC’s Global Artificial Intelligence Study: Exploiting the AI Revolution
© McKinsey Global Institute. Notes from the AI frontier: Modeling the impact of AI on the world economy



AI Patents are Rapidly Increasing

Patent Families by AI Technology

AI Patent Families by Application

(Source: WIPO Technology Trends 2019 - Artificial Intelligence)



Top Patenting Universities and Public Labs in AI

Source: © WIPO (2019). WIPO Technology Trends 2019: Artificial Intelligence. Geneva: World Intellectual Property Organization . CC BY 3.0 IGO



How Does Machine Learning Work?

• Train with data
• Verify with new data
• Use with real world data
• Continue to learn from the real-world data
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Source: University of Cincinnati



Example – Recognizing a Blueberry Muffin

Muffin

Puppy



Muffin or Puppy?

• Preprocessing - analyze the 
blueberries/eyes/nose:
• How many?

• How circular?

• How equilateral?

• How uniform?

• How specular?

https://www.boredpanda.com/dog-food-comparison-bagel-muffin-lookalike-teenybiscuit-karen-

zack/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic

https://www.boredpanda.com/dog-food-comparison-bagel-muffin-lookalike-teenybiscuit-karen-zack/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic


vs.

• Brain

• Roughly 200 billion neurons

• Several hundred trillion synapses

• 2.5 million gigabytes of storage

• Typical Neural Net

• 1000 nodes/layer

• One million 
connections/layer

• 10 – 100 hidden layers

• 100 million synapses

• 0.4 gigabytes of storage



Bagel or Puppy?

https://www.boredpanda.com/dog-food-comparison-bagel-muffin-lookalike-teenybiscuit-karen-

zack/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic

https://www.boredpanda.com/dog-food-comparison-bagel-muffin-lookalike-teenybiscuit-karen-zack/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic


Towel or Shar-Pei?

https://www.boredpanda.com/dog-food-comparison-bagel-muffin-lookalike-teenybiscuit-karen-

zack/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic

https://www.boredpanda.com/dog-food-comparison-bagel-muffin-lookalike-teenybiscuit-karen-zack/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic


Saruman the White of Middle Earth or Afghan?

https://www.boredpanda.com/dog-food-comparison-bagel-muffin-lookalike-teenybiscuit-karen-

zack/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic

https://www.boredpanda.com/dog-food-comparison-bagel-muffin-lookalike-teenybiscuit-karen-zack/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic


What to patent?

• The trained classifier as a black box?

• New inventions in the classifier?

• The features used?

• The entire system?
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Source: University of Cincinnati



Challenges in Patenting AI Inventions in the US

• Evolving in the broader context of §101 and  Alice v. CLS Bank
• Claims may not be directed to a “Judicial Exception” (“JE”)

• Laws of nature, natural phenomena, abstract ideas
• Often summarized as “An algorithm [or software] isn’t patentable.”

• Claims strategy since Alice: tie the abstract concept to something tangible –
mixed and inconsistent success

• USPTO 2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter Eligibility Guidance 
• “a claim that recites a JE is not ‘directed to’ the JE if the JE is integrated into 

a practical application of the JE”
• This has changed the game

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2019-01-07/pdf/2018-28282.pdf

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2019-01-07/pdf/2018-28282.pdf


Challenges in Patenting AI Inventions in Europe

• List of “exclusions” from patent eligible subject matter includes
• “Programs for computers”
• Mathematical methods

• The EPO issued new guidelines in 2018 affecting patenting AI and ML
• “…it must be taken into account whether the method, in the context of the invention, 

serves a technical purpose” ; e.g.
• Controlling a specific technical system or process, e.g. an X-ray apparatus or steel cooling 

process
• Providing a medical diagnosis by an automated system processing physiological 

measurements

• Claim tangible result or technical implementation specific to the anticipated use 
https://www.epo.org/law-practice/legal-texts/html/guidelines/e/g_ii_3.htm

https://www.epo.org/law-practice/legal-texts/html/guidelines/e/g_ii_3_3.htm

https://www.epo.org/law-practice/legal-texts/html/guidelines/e/g_ii_3.htm
https://www.epo.org/law-practice/legal-texts/html/guidelines/e/g_ii_3_3.htm


Other Challenges in Patenting AI Inventions

• But AI faces additional challenges unique to the field
• § 101 Patentable subject matter 
• § 102 Novelty 
• § 103 Not obvious to one skilled in the art
• § 112 Enablement
• Detection of infringement
• Inventorship and ownership

• Culture of sharing permeates research community

• Questionable relevancy of the technique by the time a patent issues



An Alternative to Patenting AI Inventions

• A very valuable machine learning implementation may not be patentable
• Use of a commercial machine learning package isn’t novel
• Input may be obvious; e.g. temperature, heart rate, blood pressure, oximetry,…
• Training method or feature extraction is knowhow rather than invention

• But data may be the thing of value
• Access to millions of users’ internet activity; e.g. Google or Facebook or Amazon
• Human medical data
• Geographically dispersed or wildly different formats



Alternatives to Patenting

• Protect Data as a Trade Secret
• Pros

• Nothing taught to competitors
• Immediate competitive advantage with known bounds

• Cons
• No legal barrier to competition
• Data can be replicated by others if the market justifies the cost
• Investors may be less familiar with copyrights and trade secrets 
• Does the owner really own the data?

• License the research code under a copyright license
• Provides head start via knowhow
• Provides short term competitive advantage
• Advantage quickly fades over time.
• Equity-only license often used



What to patent?

• The trained classifier as a black box?
• New inventions in the classifier?
• The features used?
• The entire system?
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Example of Claims on Deep Learning Structure (pre-
Alice)



Example of Claims on Deep Learning Structure (pre-Alice)



What to patent?

• The trained classifier as a black box?
• New inventions in the classifier?
• The features used?
• The entire system?
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Example of Claims on Entire System



Example of Claims on Entire System



Example of Claims on Entire System



Example of Claims on Entire System



New in Patent Law – Who is the Inventor when AI Invents?

• Possible “inventors” include

• Programmer 

• Researcher working with programmer to solve problem

• Data provider

• AI entity itself



New in Patent Law – Who is the Inventor when AI Invents?

• The DABUS (“Device for Autonomous Bootstrapping of Unified 
Sentience”) AI Engine

• Multiple neural networks designed to feed off of and play against each other 
to improve the output to create something new.  (“Generative Adversarial 
Network”)

• Patent applications filed in the UK, EU, and the US claiming DABUS as the sole 
inventor:
• Improved interlocking food container
• Flashing light that mimics neural activity so it is more noticeable.

• Is DABUS the inventor?  If not, who is?



Thaler v. Hirshfeld, (US District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, Sept. 2, 2021)

• Stephen Thaler, creator of DABUS, filed two US patent applications July 29, 
2019.
• In an Application Data Sheet, Thaler identified the inventor’s given name as DABUS 

and stated that the inventions were generated by AI through a “Creativity Machine”.
• Opined that Congress has not “seriously considered autonomous machine invention”.
• The applications included an assignment of ownership ostensibly by DABUS to Thaler 

with both signature lines signed by Thaler.

• USPTO issued “Notice to File Missing Parts”, noting the absence of a 
human inventor.

• Thaler instead filed a petition restating his position and asking the USPTO 
to vacate its “Notice to File Missing Parts”.



Thaler v. Hirshfeld, (US District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, Sept. 2, 2021)

• USPTO denied request for reconsideration on December 17, 2019, 
• Cited the Patent Act of 1790 and subsequent case law
• “Inventor” must be an individual human

• Thaler as Plaintiff brought suit against the USPTO as Defendant in the US District Court 
for the Eastern District of Virginia. 

• Court forcefully and clearly ruled for the USPTO, saying, “The plain meaning of ‘Individual’ 
is ‘Human Being’.”

• Nonetheless, the UPSTO continues to study the question and solicit public comment.

• Act of Congress would be required to redefine “Inventor”



Thank You – Questions?


